CHAPTER NEWS
The next steps were quite easy. I had an upcoming Chapter visit to Hungary, and the three SAE board members accepted my invitation to have a meeting from 7:30 to 8:00 a.m., where they sleepily followed my explanation about the benefits of the IEEE and the IAS. I was quite satisfied, however, with the very noncommittal "we will think about it" response and had to go about my other business of the day. One week later, I received an email with the following: "OK, but we are energy sector people. Would it be possible to make something in common with PES?" I explained to them how to form a joint PES/IAS SBC, which soon was followed by their submit ting the appropriate petition.
At that time, I was also the Region 8 Chapter Coordination Com mittee chair. So we were able to inaugu rate the first studentled technical conference with IAS and Region 8 support and also receive approval from the IEEE Member and Geo graphic Activities Board for the for mation of the SBC one day before the IYCE opening ceremony. The BUTE SBC later became one of IAS's flagship SBCs.
IYCE was followed by an addi tonal five studentled conferences, which formed the exclusive group Club of the Six. The Power and Energy Conference at Illinois (PECI) and International Young Scientists Forum (YSF) existed earlier, so we had to create only the host IAS SB chapters. The others were estab lished by already existing IAS Chap ters as a result of local and CMD initiatives. There are also some new candidates, but for the time being, only six conferences have met the four Club of the Six criteria: 1) being student led, 2) being hosted by an IAS SBC, 3) following the IEEE stan dard paper review process, and 4) providing IAS technical co sponsorship. The current club members are list ed in Table 1 . It is no wonder, then, that I con sidered this kind of student techni cal activity to be one of the most important achievements of the last ten years.
A Decade of Acknowledgments
During the last ten years, the CMD led Chapters and membership activi ties became a significant part of IAS life. Interested readers may find more details at https://ias.ieee.org/chapters membership.html. As CMD chair, I planned, developed, and executed these activities with my team. One may ask, why has the chairmanship been ten years long? A usual depart ment chair term is two years, and a prolongation requires a special nomi nation process.
I was glad to be named for four additional terms. I enjoyed this task, since I haven't been either an IEEE project developer or aspired to a higher IEEE career. I was always a field volunteer as a Chapter secre tary, vice chair, or chair in the Ger many Section of the IAS/PELS/ Industrial Electronics Society Chap ter; a Chapter coordinator of the Germany Section and the Region 8 Committee; and an area chair and IAS CMD chair. I found my Society "home" in the IAS. In addition, I retired in 2009, so I had enough time, which was also an important condition. In summary, I was able to realize my motto, at least in part, which I developed in my early Chapter officer terms, "IEEE should be beneficial not only to the officers but to the members."
I had the privilege to be support ed by the IAS Executive Board, the IAS Executive Office, and the five IAS presidents during my time of service and by an excellent volun teer team. It is not possible to spec ify all of the volunteers who joined the CMD and have been sharing not only the recognition but also the hard work for ten years. I express my deep gratitude to all IAS mem bers, CMD committee chairs, cochairs, task managers, area chairs, Chapter chairs, and advisors as well as the meeting organizers who have im parted distinction to the CMD story. To recognize all of these volunteers with a single exemplary picture, I have selected a favorite from among the approximately 20,000 photos that were taken over the past ten years. This is the CMD core team in 2016 (Figure 2) .
The CMD activity will continue with new teams and probably with another new main focus. And I wish success to the next and future CMD chairs! 
